


W e live in a time of crisis. Or perhaps
it is better to say we are the generation of
crisis, because the current economic crisis
and the continuing financialisation of the
economy are now more than simply one
part of an economic cycle, but rather have
became a stable condition. To say global
capitalism today is to say permanent
cr isis.W e know t hat  cr isis is an
ambivalent process. Crisis implies the
deterioration of our lives and wages, an
increase in precarious work and work
condit ions, and cuts to educat ion and
social welfare. The austerity measures
imposed in this crisis include also greater
enforcement of nat ional borders and a
heating up of the war on migrants.In sum:
this crisis constitutes all that we struggle
against. But there is an obverse to this:
the current  crisis also offers a great
possibility for radical transformation. If
offers us the opportunity to break the
chains of exploitation and misery. It is us
- we students, precarious workers,
migrants - who are the subjects of this
capitalist crisis and it  is us who are its
mor t al t h reat : w e p roduce t he
commonwealth that they seek to capture,

we are the living knowledge that they
seek to imprison in a value measure, we
create the cooperation that they seek to
exploit  and control. But  they cannot,
because we are the excess of freedom and
we are the common: we are the crisis.
Hence, we do not fear the crisis, because
we are that fear itself.This is the battle-
cry arising from the streets all around
Europe: the insurrection is just begun, the
revolt is becoming revolution. Reformism
as a tactic is no longer viable. Finding an
escape from crisis in this case means to
finding an escape from the exploitat ive
system of capital. There is nothing here
for us to defend: dest ruct ion of past
capitalist power means destruction of its
present . W e know that  the public
collaborates with the private in the
corporatization of the university, in the
bail-out of banks and in the expropriation
of the social wealth that we produce in
common. Against  precarity, cuts and
austerity we see the State and the market
as monster twins.In this scenario, the only
alternative left is to build up the university
of the common. That  is to say, to re-
appropriate the commonwealth, to create
a new welfare based on a basic income, to

affirm free access to the university, and
the free mobility of human beings and of
living knowledge. Through struggles,
occupations and autonomous education
pract ices, we are  now beginning to
organize the inst itut ions of our own
liberty and autonomy.Against the debt
system and the financialisat ion of our
needs, of our education, of our lives, we
are occupying the banks and claiming the
right to bankruptcy for the precarious
generation. We want our wealth, and we
won't pay back your debt!Today a call for
us t o r ise up is an immediat ely
transnational question. This is the lesson
from the Maghreb and North Africa
insurrections. The old Europe burns, and
the new Europe is being born on the
southern shores of the Mediterranean sea.
From Tunisia and Egypt, to the fires raging
in London and Greece, this revolution is
one without borders! It is international!In
this revolution, knowledge has become a
battlefield. In this revolution knowledge
can become a weapon. W e want to arm
ourselves! Let  a hundred Knowledge
Liberation Fronts blossom! And all the
power to the common!

The Revolution
is on March
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